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Exercise 1

Suppose you invest a principal amount at an annual interest ra = 2.7%. Write a Java program in order
to do the following:

(a) Compute the daily interest yield

rd = (1 + ra)
1/n − 1

at which the money has to be invested to generate the given annual return, where in our example
n = 365. Compare this to the daily arithmetic average of ra, i.e. ra/365, and compute the relative
error.

(b) Suppose now a total of 2700 euros is invested in the bank account, with daily accrual rd computed
before, and that you hold it for a total of 18 months (1 month=30 days). Find the total amount of
money in your bank account at the end of the period.

Assume now that the amount of money is measured in eurocents and that the bank, at the end of
each day, rounds it down to the nearest eurocent. Calculate how much money the bank is taking
away from your actual mathematical balance, in both absolute and percentage terms.

Try to perform the above tasks by implementing specific methods, and then test them in a main.

Exercise 2

Perform the Monte-Carlo integration of π you have seen in the lecture of last week, using
numberOfSimulations = 100000. Since you use Math.random without specifying the seed, each time
you execute this method it will create a different random number sequence, and then you will get diffe-
rent results. Perform 1000 times this integration: you will get 1000 simulated values π1, π2, . . . , π1000.

• Use an array structure that hold your simulated values π1, π2, . . . , π1000, together with an appro-
priate if-else or switch statement, to build a histogram of the distribution of your computed πi,
i = 1, . . . , 1000: you have to set an interval [minV al,maxV al], which you divide in a number of
your choice of subintervals. Then you compute how many of your simulated πi, i = 1, . . . , 1000, lie
in every subinterval. You also compute how many are bigger then maxV al and how many smaller
then minV al: these are the outliers.

• Calculate the mean and standard deviation of the 1000 approximations.

• Calculate the mean and standard deviation of the error.

Exercise 3

Write a program which performs the numerical computation of

vn =

∫ πn

−πn
sin(x)dx

by means of a trapezoid (look up in a book or in online) integration rule, for each πn outputted in the
previous exercise. Calculate mean and standard error of vn.


